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Abstract

The theory of deuteron-inducedfusion will be dkussed, first in free space, then in
muonic moleculeswhere the Coulomb repulsionis highly screened. It will be
sbwn Iww a consistentdescri “onof the d+t reactions can be obtained in these
environments using R-matrix E?o 7
We comp~e fusion ra~ ob$dned from
resonance
assoaated WI muon-catalyzed
d-t
-epd”t”--’/”””””
“-m&%!!RJ,%m%~M&i!%
comments are made about how the d+d reactions might proceed in o er media,
such as metalliclattices. The unusual propertiesof states asscxia:ed with “shadow”
lea mi t account for some of the strange results seen in cold fusion expeeents.
F$eempR&*u that the same methods can, and should, be used to describe this
situation as well as the other two welLestablished phenomena.

R-Matrix Properties
Wi
‘s R-matrix 1 is an exceptionally useful tool for describing nuclear reactions
in r ee space. If the data are pood enough, it can be used to parametrize the behavior
of all the reactions of a muk-Aannel system in minute detad and with eat
precision. At the same time, R-matrix theory automatically builds in al1?known
analytic properties of the multichamel S-matrix (e. ., c?iusality, generalized
unitarity, cut structure, etc.), which have a partic J arly strong influence on the
structure of its poles in the complex plane. As we shalI see later, these complex-’
energy S-matrix ~les play a central role in the exparu;ion of the time-de~ndent
wave function. kindly, and perhaps most important] y, the theor is easdy mdfied
to describe nw4ear reactions m media other than free space, as w; r1 be illustrated by
the application to nuclear fusion in muonic molecules (pCF).
The R-matrix as Wigner defined it can be expressed as

I&c= (c’ IIH+4, - E]-’lc) = p’ja)(~)

(1)
.Lin which the channel-surface projections of the Green’s operator for the total system
hamiltonian H become simple olu terms due to the spectral expansion of the
resolvent operator in terms of t%e eigenfunctions IA) and eigerwdues El of the
operator H + ~B. The addition of d~, the so-called “Bloch operator”, 2 to H restores
its hermiticiq on the finite region enclosed by the channel surface (i.e., the
“nuclear” region), thereby allowing the spectral expansion to be made, and makes its
s ctrum discrete by imposin fixed boundary conditions (B) on the logarithmic
r erivatives of the solutions o F H at the charnel surface.
Wigner’s R-matrix can be transformed to one associated wi’~ the outgoing-wave
Green’s operator that is a central quantity in scattering theory,

,s

-”,

@== (c”IIH+ A?L- EJ*IC] = -(c* I@(qc)
(2)
in which the boundary values in the Bloch operator are takcit to be the elements of
L, the diagonal matrix of logwkhmic derivatives of the outgoing-wave solutions for
the long-ranged external potentials that act betw~n fragments in the channel
region. In free space, these are just the repulsive Coulomb potentials between the
charged nuclear Ions. In a muonic molecule, the electrostatic attraction of the p-to
the positive ions must also be inclu,~ed. However, the form of the ft~-matrix ana &
the scattering matrix,
S = 2i01RL01 + 011,
(3)
remains the same in both cases. It is simply a matter of using the incoming- (I) a~ outgoing- O) wave solutions associated with the a propriate external otential. In
this way, A e nuclear information contained in an [ -matrix determine $ by
analyzing data for reactions in free space can be transformed to one that describes the
nuclear reaction at short distances in a muonic molecule. This idea can be
generalized to an environment in which the interaction between the nuclear
articles outside J e range of nuclear forces can be represented by an effective twoL y potential, forming a system that we will describe as being composite”.
Resonance Poles
The poles of the composite-s stem S-matrix (which are identical wi+k the
les of
RL) contain the effects of bo J tb.e long-ranged exter~~alharnikmian and r e shortranged internal hamiltonian. ‘Near one of its poles, the S-matrix has the form
. r~,~r~
,*
(4)
k)c,
== 1
EP– E’
with
(5)
rjp=@9:’(cIA)
the partial-width amplitude in channel c. The solutions Ip) for the cc’m 1.:x
ener ies El&together with their adjoints Iji), form a formalizable, bi-ort 1!ogonal set
in alf space. The pole energy
(6)
Ep = E, - ~il”p
occurs on an unphysical sheet of the many-channel Riema.m ener~y surface in the
case of a resonance or virtual state, and on the real axis of the physical sheet in ti~e
case of a bound state.
We shall see in. a later section that the complex-energy (momentum) poles of the Smatrix make important contributions to the time-dependent wave function. These
are “quasi-stationary” terms whose time dependence 1s given by ex [-:EJ]. OrIly the
les having r~ >0, associated with deca in, states, contribute to t.{ e wave function
y t e square root of tile eilergy), this rneam,
Yor f >0. In terms of momenta (essential [k
that the real and imaginary parts must have opposite si n. Therefore, ‘all channel
momenta kcl!associated with a decaying-state pole must !!ie in quadrants (Q) 11or ~.
The complex-momentum states, including their exponential time factors, actually
correspond to traveling waves in the channel re ions. The type of travelin wave
depends on the location of the pole in the comp Pex kCplane, as is shown in Big. 1. If
the channel momentum kc associated with the pole is in Q 11, it corresponds to a
confined, ingoing-wave so rution, In Q IV, it corresponds tc an unconfined,
outgoing-wave solution. Most visible resonances are caused by poles that have

outgoing waves in all openchannels(i.e., above the second bisector in @ IV) and
ingoiig waves in all closed chanrwls(above the secxmdbisector in Q II?. These
“conventional”noles are the onlv kind discussed in manv articles and textbookson
resonance ph&bmena, giving &e impre&ion that there‘are so other possibilities
for S-matrix singularities.

Fig. 1. Allowed re~ons for dec~ying-state poles in the complex momentum plane,
and their characteristics as travehng waves.
Howe/er, it is ~os~ible for a pole to have outgoing waves in closed channels, or
ingoin waves m open charnels, as lon as it has outgoing waves in at least one
chame f so that r is greater than zero. ? uch ~les we;e discussed a number of ears
le of the
ago by Eden and TaYlor,s who mmed them shadow poles. A shadow
first type can occur m single-channel scattering, in wluch case it is cane r “virtual”,
or “antlbound”. A shadow pole of the second type can occur only in multichannel
systems because of the restriction that it be out om .n at least one channel. Perhaps
for that reason, the existence of states with co $$ine , ingoing waves in open
charnels is not yet widely recognized. The experimental evidend~ for them has
come to light only in recent years, and the physical consequences of such
singularities in scatterin~ theory are only be mn.in to be ex lored. The first
example of such a pole m a nuclear reaction ff[was ound in t e 5He system, which is
the subject of the next section.

The 5He System
This s stem contains one of the most famous resonances in nuclear physics: the
)fl=3/1+ resonance res risible for the large sH(d,n)4He reaction cross section that
peaks at E~=108 keV. !? alues of the cross section at energies below the resonance are
useful in a varie of fusion applications, and at hi@~er energies, the differer.tial
cross sec~.ionis oY interest as a neutron source reaction.

*

.
*

The channelsand data included in our analysis of the SHesystem for excitation
energies up to 21.5 MeV are summarizedin Table 1. In adchtionto the physical We
body channelsd+t and n+a, an effectiven+4He*(O+)
channelwas added to represent
tlw effects of deuteronbreakup (n+p+t). More than 2600 data points from 23
different
of measurements(cross sections, polarizations,etc.) were descrbd in
terms of 1w free R-matrix parameters that give a minimumin chi
which &per de
of freedom is 1.48. We note that a generalized-%5&%%&
p
would require 8r real parameters to achieve the same S@ of descriptionat a single
energy.
Table 1. Channel configuration and d~ta summary for the 5He system analysis.
Channel
d+t
n+qHe

t

!
Reaction
W-I(d/d)3H
3H(d,n)4He
3H(d,n)4He*
~He(n,n)4He
Totals:

n+4He* I

ap (fro)

14
4

1

I

5.1
3.0
5.0

1

# Data Points
Energv Rmqe 1 #Observable Types
Ed~~V
1?3
E~=O-8MeV
1:
Ec=.8-8 MeV
7:!
&=O-28 MeV
:
2628
23
I

X2

f

1164
1379

26

1150
3719

4

Exam les of fits to some of the integrated cross-section data are shown in Fi .2. At
tiie leFt side of the figure are shown the fits to the reaction cross section (top7 and
neutron total cross section (bottom) over the whole energy range of the analysis.
The right side cf the figure shows essentially the same data enlarged over the re “on
of the resonance. One sees that the calculations enerall represent the data wit E “n
their error bars, which, particularly in the case o F$the LE CS measurements,p are
reasonably small.
The ener~ dependence of the calculated S-matrix elements for J~=3/2+ that are
related dlrectl to the reaction (OR)and total (cr~)cross sections are shown over the
resonance in { ig. 3. Unlike the behavior that would be expected for an isolated
conventional resonance,, the s uared am Iitudes corresponding to crRand ~ do riot
peak at the same energy, and 1 ave a dif ferent energy de ndence for the highenergy tail. Our analysisb shows that this behavior res r ts from a two-pole structure
of the resonance. One of the poles is a conventional pole that occurs on the (-,-)*
Riemann sheet, and the Gther is a shadow pole on the {i-,-) sheet. The total cross
section is affected more by the conventional pole, shown as a circled “x” at the
bottom left of rig. 3, wtile the reaction cross section is influence more by the
shadow pole, shown by the same symbol near the real axis at 80 keV.
The resonance parameters for the poles are given in Table 2. The real and
imaginary park of the ole positions ive the resonance energies Er and total widths
r, respectively, while t{ e partkl widt Rs are defined in terms of the residues.G Note
that for the conventional pole, the artial widths sum approximately to the total
width, while for the shadow pole, tRe sum of the partials greatly exceeds the total.
That is another manifestation of the unconventional cha ratter of a shadow pole,
—
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Fig. 2. Data for reaction (to ) and neutron total (bottmn) cross sections in the SHe
s stem compared with the k -matrix calculations. At the hft of the figure, data are
s Kown over the full range of the analysis; at the right they are shown in the region
of the Jn = 3/2+ resonance, the u~per part being the ratio of measuredp to calculated
values of the reaction cross sect~on over the resonance.
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Fig. 3. S-matrix amplitudes for the Jfl=3/2+ states of 5He. The upper curve is
yroPo rtional to the n+cx total cross section, and the lower one is pro ortional to the
H(d,n)4He reaction cross section. The conventional pole is marked ! y the circled
“x”at the lower left of the figure, and the shadow pole by the one at the upper right,
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Table2. pole p~
Sheet {din!
~/kNJ

rs for h

f+,+)

p==/2+ we mwmrice.
.-

(.)
8&7

1

(-,+)

%.97

m--l

68.77

In principle,the timedepe&knt descriptionof a scattering process is the only valid
one. Even for a steady-stateprocess, the rates can only be properl derived Sfrom a time-ckpendentdescription. The time-dependentwave L ction is given m
terms of the retkded Green’skrwtion at time .2 ~,
G+(t)= —-~
~~

&e-mG+(E)

-“
and the initialwave function w~O)
by

[=0 fort< O],

Wfd = C+(t)V40)
.

m
(8)

We have developed a somewhat different a preach to evaluating the inverse
Fourier transform in Eq. (7), which can be if ustrated b considering a 2-channel
system in which channel 1 has the lowest threshold. J irst of all, the integration
path is taken in momentum (k), rather than energy (E), variables. By choosin a
contour that encloses the poles in the lower half of the k~ plane, one obtains & e
expansion
o

(9)
that is ecmivalent to &e usual expa-;ion in terms of &e physical bound and
scatterin~ states of the system. ~though the first two tei%~ of the expansion above
involve states that arti “mphysical” because they diverge at large distances in
charnel 1, the sum of the e terms ?’ ‘ways leads to a time-dependent wavu function
in which the divergences cancel, so that it is roperly regular in all space. The
advantage of ~sin this expansion instead o? the usual one is thai it makes explicit
the contribution of some of the resonances in the time-dependent wave function.
The poles enclosed are outgoing in channel 1 and ingoing in channel 2, so that those
below the charnel-2 threshold are conventional, but those above it are the iesserknown type of shadow pole described in the second section, of which the 5He
shadow pole is an exal.~ple.

.

.

%=@)’[@+f).

with

!!!& ‘w,

()

(r,lp,l)=

4%

and

r,

ap=(qv(o)).
Inti~~w.j&iOns, nq is the reduced mass of the two articles in channel 1. ‘k
.
normakation builds up in the channel-/’ region can be cmculated
from * equation of contin$i~,
(11)

~lv @ = v“*qv:(Ovv,(t)}
giving an expression

(12)
involves the wave fhnctlonof Eq. (10) only at the channel surface, siace it
vanishes asymptotically.

that

We show in Fi? 4 examplesof rates calculated from q. (12) for a s“ e resonancein
the cases that It has either ingoin or outgaing waves m channel 1.3? or the outgoing
wave case. the Iate starts near L4 at the value exwcted from the width (T= 0.4) of
the resona-nce, and shows approximately exponefitial decay with time. For tk
ingoing-wave case, however, the rate is negative at almost all times, meaning t!!at
&
@cles of chnnel 1 from the reaction would never be observed asymptotkdly
&s type of sta \e.
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Fig. 4. Tirnedependent rates calculated from Eq. (12) for: (a) an outgoing-wave pole
(solid line) and (b) an ingoing-wave pole of the same energy (dashed line).
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fuslofl

ho-tia-piy
titidap~chtiti~ofm
uon-catadyzedd-t fuaion#one
from tk analysis
Canuse the 1 -rnatrixparametm fbr the nuckarr%mpm
-wa~;eR-matrix of ~.
&Uibedin thethird section#but t.mmformd
@) a
~ Ou_-wave
SOIUtiOM for &
SCXeenfdF tM ptaid,
rat& than
“veCoulomb potentu!i
- ,inthed+t charmel. Thishasker,
thoaeforapurelym
dme by StruenseeP uL8for various types of adiabaticd~ potentials. ‘Ilw most
realistic of these is the so called ‘improved adiabatic”(1A) potential shown in Fig. 5.
The d-t Cod.ubiio.t is screened so effectively by the muon that the potential
Y at about 2 muonic atomic units (m.a.u.), or approximately 500
has an attractive we
fm, which supports two bound states. T?w
und-state radial wave functio~
havin rotaticmal-vibratiomi quantum n x
rsL=Oand
o= O,and its energy,
ab ,~t.%17 eV below the mass of d+~, are also shown in the fi
, but the wave

functionand energy for the first L = Oexcited state, having vir rational quantum
number v = 1, are not show~?.

From the po~ and reskluesm“the com
ite-system S-matrix in Eq. (4) can be
.
detmnimd
resnance
parar,vkrs o r the system. These are given in Table 3 for
rwnances on the (+,-) sheet, WI
hich are the ons that apPear in the sum over # for
the time-dependentwave fum.;on in Eq. (10). The *m-viirationaibourii states of
the muonic molecule have teen turned into mrrow resonances with non-zero
wid~%s(rH) for decay into the n+u d ~nnel by the nuclear forces at short distances,
while tiw nuclear shadow pole has acquired a su”~tantidly different value of

asymptotic normalizationconstant (r~ ) due to the screenedpotential in the d+t
Aannel. (Differencesin Er between Tables 2 and 3 for this resomnce result mainly
from differences in tke reference energy, which in Table 3 is the mass of d+~, but in
Table 2 is the mass of d+t.)
Also given in the table ale the neutron rates, Am=r./fi, associated with each partial
neutron width, and the magnitude of the overlap a~ of each resonant state with the
initial dtp ground state in the time-dependent wa. e function. Because these
coefficients are 2u em: !. for all exce t ihe (L,v) = (0,0) resonance, the time-depender.c
neutron rate calculated from Eq. (1 f ) falls off ex nentially from the expected v due
&= 1.29x 1012s-l at all but the shortest times, wr ere the effect of the shdow pole
a pears, but probabl could never be measured. One se.% from the table, however,
t1%t a different initia! state having strong overlap with the shadow-pole state could
produce a neutron rate as much as eight cxders of magnitude larger than that
initiated from the molecular ground state.
Table 3. SHe~ Resonances on tile (+,-) Shee~ in
—..
(0,0)
{0,1)
(“, )
-31194.1
-317192.6
E, fm~V)
0.8504
r (meV)
07100
:.156 x 109
l’~ (meV)
2.480 X 1(Y
0.8504
r. (meV)
1.29 X 10
0.999...“m:’

the IA Approximation
shadow pde
73281 X 103
7.338 x lm
6.172 X 107
6.876 X 107
1.04 x 1020

1.08 x

1 (-)-4

3’

-

Improved-adiabaticpotential
2

jL-d-t ground-state
wavefunction
1

0

~E.-3l7.l9eV
-1

0123456

78910
~

d-t separation (m.a.u.)

512fm

4
2560 fm

Fig. 5. Improved adiabatic dtp potential (scpares) and ground-state radial wave
fui~ction (solid line) as functions of J-t separation in muonic atomic units. The
ground-state energy of the molecule is also shown relative to the mass of d+tp.
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Surmmsry and Conclusions

We have seen that R-matrix theory can give an excellent pwametric re ~~ta~
of mukichannel nuclear reaction9on the real ene
axis of the physiJ
q%. he applicationto the d~ ~~1
w*asillustratedby the reactionsin the %e s~stem.
showed how !& descriptioncan be generahzed to a sompositesystem that UK?
b effectsof ~articks or media other than free space at large distanceson the
nuclear reactmns at small distances, The theo~ has we&iefined continuationsinto
the complex plane ‘ht reveal the existence of shadow” poles in many composite
systems. Some of these poles correspond to confined, ingoing-wave states in open
cimmels.

A proper formulationof the com site-system problem involves using timedependent scatterin theory, in wc “chthe time-dependentGreen’soperator gives
the
sib~itiesfor L w the reaction might proceed. For mukkhamel systems, the
shar ow poles with ingoing waves in open channels make im rtm.t contributions
to this operator because they are mturd~ enclosed by the o r y sensible integration
contour that makes resonant effects e licit. Rates based on partial widths have no
meaning for ingoing-wave states. In % se cases, the time-dependent thewry gives
mostly negative rates (i.e., particle flux leaving the ckmnel re “on), and the partial
width has the significance of a bound-state asymptotic norms Fization constant.
Therefore, if the initial conditions iust prior :0 the nuclear reaction select such a
state in the time-dependent Green’s o ratm, no particles will come out in the
in oing-wave channel, even though tr at channel is o n. This is a situation in
w k “ch the time-dependent solution is qualitatively di!Yferent from the statiomry
(definite-energy) solutions from which It was constructed, allowin the branching
ratios for various re :ction channels to deviate substantially from & e values they
have when measured in beam-target scattering experiments.
Now, we turn to some speculative comments directed more speafically at cold
fusion phenomena. Althou h there was no time to discuss it, we have an R-matrix
description of reactions in tEe %ie systemg similar to that for the SHe system,
containin the charnels +t, n+sHe, and d+d. States exist in the nuclear AHe system
for severa~ values of j~ tE at are outgoing only in the p+t channel, the closest to the
d+ci threshold being a sh _ow pole to the (first) excited 0+ state of the alpha-particle.
pek-hapS
such states also exist in 4He + lattices sterns, .ust as the SHe nuclear
shadow-pole state exists in the dtp molecule. 6) any o these states has sufficient
werlap with the initial d+d confined state in the lattice, the resulting p+t rate could
be much larger than the standard rate formulas predict, and there would be no
detectable neutron emission, in qualitative agreement with the anomalously low
neutron/tritium branching ratios observed in some cold fusion experiments.
Furthermore, if the overlap occurs primarily for ]~=0+, no gamma-producing
transitions are allowed from this state to the 4He ground state, since this would be
an electric monopole (EO) transition.
In order to get fusion without any type of particle or y emission, it is necessar to
postulate the existence of O+states that are outgoing unly in the EO channel. k o such
states have yet been sought or found in the 4He ~.ystem, However, the search for
some ty e of hoton emission should continue, because the amount of energy
release $$m ra lationless fusion would be sufficient to excite highly energetic
phonon modes in the lattice, with X-ra s and possibly high-energy (conversion)
elrctrons accompanying the eventual J e-excitation processes,
It is im rtant to realize that the qualitative, speculative statements made above can
be ma r e quantitative, using the theoretical framework outlined in t~~s paper, The

. tential in a metal lattice, in analogy
is a much more diffkult question,
however, involv” which lattice sites are occupied at high deuterium loachn , how
the electrons andT euterons partia ate in scree~
periodic and coherence effects,
Cfc. The second
uirement is to 1%ow the initial state of the d+d system in the
lattice just prior %
to
ion. In our view (perha
not surprisin for nu( Iear
physicists), there is now more uncertain in r ese uantities &a n in the properties
of th= fHe nuclear system near the d+d % eshold. an ce these quantities are
- determined, however, the calculation of rates for various outgom? particles can be
performed usin the expressions developed here. Achieving suffiaent accuracy in a
multichannel caf culation would be a challenging numerical task, but it is likely the
only way to answer, once and for all, the theoretical questions about cold fusion to
the satisfaction of the scientific “mainstream”.
first requiremmd is to know the effective d+d

with the IA potentialin muonic molecules. &
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